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in Christ:

and Brothers

May the peace of
,the love of God

Christ

the Father and

our Lord Jesus

the Holy

the communion of

Spirit be always with you!
On behalf of CONTEMPLATIVE

MINISTRIES

I would like to extend to

gratitude for your prayerful and financial

each of

our friends our

support

of our ministries.

May the triune God bless you and all

abundant gifts during this new year of

your loved ones with His

After many retreats and lectures on prayer given by
Canada and the U.5.,1

see many

me

Christians very desirous of

1987!

around
enter-

ing into deeper prayer and greater union with the indwelling Trinity.
Yet through inadequate understanding of

the dynamics of

true

growth

in greater union with God and in contemplative prayer,they hesitate
to

advance. Year after year there

is

little change in

their oneness

with God and neighbor.
teaching is intended tobe an encouragement

This
readers

of INSCAPE

to

seek out

and follow the

to

all

of you

solid teachings that

have consistently come down through our Catholic traditions from the
great

contemplatives in the Church.

presentative of
tury.

as

but

that tradition St.John of

His doctrine is

their god and
for

I have selected as

not

the Cross

of

a solid re-

the

16th cen-

for dilettantes,who seek only a golden calf

the sensible pleasures of

spiritual consolations

the "hungry and lean" who live habitually in the desert of

their hearts. Such as

these will welcome this teaching and will renew

their efforts to go even deeper into "luminous darkness."
*****

******

You probably will smile
following "plug"

******

and wonder at my naivete as

for what you may consider as

you read this

an old-fashioned

elixir

or panacea that will cure all ills,especially on the physical level,
are amazing
in my own life and the lives of others who have begun
But tftig
to

take daily this herbal and mineral supplement called MATOL(inCanada)

and Km(in

the US).

prepared by
of

It

is a mineral preparation in a non-medicinal base

a process from

extracts

thirteen botanical plants

his

of mine took it

was completely healed,no

stiff kne'e' and hip.

in a restaurant!)

for

three weeks and

longer needing an operation on

A bottle lasts a month(cost of

and costs

and barks

and the minerals potassium,iron,calcium,mag-

nesium and iodine.Apriest-friend
his arthritis

off 1 owe rs,f o 1 i age roots

$34

one good meal

(including mailing).Write:Mrs.June

Culver;7B2o Bolsa Ave. Midway City,CA 92635.
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A most blessed new year to -you
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CONTEMPLATION AS LOVING ATTENTIVENESS
Wherever I

go to lecture

into the beginning stages of
of the Cross
lack of

a

the beginning
xious

simply calls

of

some years

is

leading beautifully

anew manner of prayer that

St.John

"contemplation." Yet such persons,due

capable spiritual directors or adequate teaching on
into contemplative

steps

and confused about their
Most

ask

or to preach retreats,l

serious Christians whom God evidently

meet

to

on prayer

level of

prayer,tend to become anprayer.

these well-intentioned persons,who already have

in disciplined

time of meditative prayer,continually

that show how perplexed they are and how they

common questions

eagerly seek solid guidance. One common question asked is:
really praying? I no longer seem to be
to be

happening. And,besides,

of distractions and I

I not

go back

to my

spent

feel as

usual

I

doing anything.

have much aridity. There

"But am

I

Nothing seems
are lots

though I am wasting my time. Should

type

of meditation on Scriptures?"

Perhaps no Christian master of prayer wrote so thoroughly
and so

prudently out of his motive to help beginners in contempIn three of his major writings:

lation as did St.John of the Cross.
Ascent

of Mount

Carmel;Dark Night of the Soul;and Living Flame of

Love,he examines the characteristics

of

entering into the early

contemplative prayer and gives solid teaching to

stages of

ginners in anew "knowledge of

such be-

love",as John defines contemplation.

MEDITATION
If beginners,

of

of praying,we must

contemplation are entering into anew manner
see clearly from where are they coming. Medi-

tation in the normal meaning among Catholic teachers on prayer refers to

the manner of

discursively praying out

teachings from

Scripture or from the teachints of the Church or the lives of Saints.
Most Christians

begin to know God by means of

of discursive prayer.

Scripture,

a

This usually consists

scene from the Old or

a disciplined

in taking a page from

New Testament. We

it,reading it slowly,pondering its meaning. With our
memory,understanding and will we arrive

at

form

go through

imagination,

some affective

presence to God. Our faith,trust and love grow slowly over months and
years of

such meditation.
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As

the Holy Spirit

things,especially,that Jesus said and did,as re-

vine action. The

of

the New Testament,become experienced in this moment
the when are no longer so

prayer. The where or

enter

into our hearts,we are

the given text to the presence ofGod and His di-

able to move from

corded in

these gifts

infuses

into the

letting go of

process of

important as we

our own control

of

this

historical moment to encounter the saving Lord who transcends the
limitations of
As your

time and place.

all
of

act

faith brings you progressively more and more

deeply into the presence of Jesus Christ,His resurrectional
sence begins to work upon you.

You meet

pre-

the only Christ alive to-

day in the event of His person living within

you.

A YIELDING PRESENCE
As

you move into this

simple presence of Jesus Christ,there is

and quietude that cover you. Often intense affec-

a great peace

tions surge up with ardent longings to be more

intimately united

with Him and the Heavenly Father. The consolations

in this period

of your prayer life can be

strong and

everywhere,even outside of

yourperiod of concentrated prayer alone

with God. A global presence of

begin

to

Jesus

attractive.

God seems to be

Christ surrounds you and you

find Him in the world around you,in places and persons

where you had never "seen" Him before.
You begin to yield with

greater

susceptibility

presence. Your aggressive activity both

in prayer and

actions takes on a gentleness and docility
sence of God,both

you. There

is

11

a

new listening to
seem to be

to be

to

the

1 ell ing" ®Bf

is

loving

in your daily

creation around

your power and anew sens it ivit y, a

God's presence and loving activity around you. You
ardent consolation

a deep peace and

ing,now do not

His

indwelling pre-

within yourself and within all of

living on anew plateau of awareness of

Whether there

to

joy that

or

events

God's presence.

just dryness,there seems
which,formerly were disturb-

seem to destroy.

Through the years of meditation on the prophetic words in Scripture,you now

have, a facility of listening

to

Jesus Christ,God's Speech,talking to you in

the existential Word,
the

storm

that bursts

upon you,in the suffering old man before your eyes,the laughing

child

in play,the traumatic

sands of

reign

human lives of

land.Ypu now

earthquake destroying hundreds and thou-

your fellow brothers and sisters

find that it

is God's activity

in a fo-

that you are

able

4
to perceive and

loved greatly by
is

a sense of

ties of

always in the
Jesus

Christ

light of a deepening faith
Father in their

and His

Spirit. There

growing unity with God and with the world. Anxie-

the moment

are surrendered in a childlike

trust

in God's

in this or that moment.

presence

A MOVEMENT TOWARD
St.John of

the Cross

longings of

CONVERSION

describes how God usually draws a per-

into contemplative prayer by what he

son

that you are

calls

"an enkindling with

love." He writes:

The love of one's Spouse is not the only requisite for
conquering the strength of the sensitive appetites;
and enkindling with longings of love is also necessary.
For the sensory appetites are moved and attracted toward sensory objects with such cravings that if the spiritual part of the soul is not fired with other more urgent longings for spiritual things,the soul will neither
be able to overcome the yoke of nature nor enter the
night of sense;nor will it have the courage to live in
the darkness of all things by denying its appetites
for them (Ascent;Bk.f;l4,2)
.

If

meditation is

the spiritual activity of

the beginner,then the

"longings of love" represent how the soul is acted upon. The
to

together form a harmonious unity best

described as

two

go

sensible spiri-

tuality or sensible religious experience. Before conversion the beginner was bound to the world,and his

attention,affection,energy and

faculties were devoted to worldly things by means of

the senses.

him/herself

beginner does not have faith enough to move away from
see God

as

the Source

and the Goal of

Conversion brings about

all human strivings.

new spiritual yearnings. The

low level of

faith,hope and love did not

tian to find God easily in matter. This

loving peace
test

beginner

for

and

strong

allow the

attraction

joy in the presence of God brings the

one being called by God to

enter

individual Christo rest

first

described it:to

put

aside the things

into deeper prayer.

of a child

new attraction that

in the

to replace

traction for

part

of

the

person begins

self-centeredness and soon replaces

it.

St.

and to live as

an adult,arises simply from this fact. This

spiritual

in

great

This crisis,that all contemplatives must pass through,as
Paul

to

inwardly to find a "new" world. This world always was there but

turns

the

The

the

arises

sensible at-

The focus

of at-

tention,as John describes it,begins to rotate like a compass needle
under a

greater magnetic force.

Attention and energy turn

inward,but

5
it

is

still, however,the energy and natural operation of

culties that

only know how to

Therefore,the result
worldly objects

is

the

and serves as

a

proximate means
means

mote

pose their
the

for beginners. By

a necessary

and

these

faculties are

proficient s,they

to

are a

spiritual things,and

their senses of

re-

at

other base,temporal,se-

all

images" (Ascent;

sensible delights and

;

II; 13,1).

fervor become a prime,energizing

prayer life.

This

in prayer,despite faults

stage beginners

prayer is

a

these sensitive means beginners dis-

spirit and habituate it

the beginner’s

of

spirituality with

apprehensions of

toward union for

cular,and natural forms

force

sen-

matters.

that this phase of

the

same time they void

Such

spiritualized pre-

"remote"preparation for possible divine union.

writes:"For though

not

physical senses.

initial conversion away from

sense pleasures in

delightful desiring of

fa-

temporal things becomes a

desire for

St. John would say

He

this

appreciation of spiritual

sible

stage

in

the

more spiritual world and

into a

sence of God

that

operate through

the

explains

why

this

at

and weaknesses,can de-

in prayer and desire greater flight from anything

vote

long hours

that

seemingly takes them from such

sweetness.

PURIFYING DARKNESS
But

such

sensible presence of God

matic change happens in
the process God brings

the beginner's prayer life.
the beginner into

from overeagerness to possess more of
unfortunately filled with
faculties

that have

not

soon passes.

so much

yet

in order

to

Now a draJohn describes
purify

him/her

spiritual delights which are

sense experiences reached

been purified by

deeper faith

through

away from

sel f-absorpt ion.
God leads the
intends
such

to

person into a purification process

eradicate from

sensible delights.

his/her

heart

that God

the "inordinate"

John writes in The Dark

desire for

Night:

reason for this dryness is that God transfers His goods
strength from sense to spirit. Since the sensory
part of the soul is incapable of the goods of spirit, it
remains deprived,dry,and empty,and thus,while the spirit
is tasting,the flesh tastes nothing at all and becomes
weak in its work. But the spirit through this nourishment
grows stronger and more alert,and becomes more solicitous than before about not failing God. If in the beginning the soul does not experience this spiritual savor
and delight,but dryness and distaste,it is because of
the novelty involved in this exchange.Si nee its palate
The

and

7
like the silence of

in the black night. Only a person who

steel

has

experienced this

all

to

this person.

can understand because God has

trial

And now you have to

in deep,dark,stark faith for

dig roots and cry

the mercy of

been
out

God: ."Lord,Jesus Christ,

have mercy on me!*'
Faith
gift of

for

John is

Spirit.lt

God’s

inner dynamism

and

a knowing

is

from all

ing to man through his

a supernatural way of knowing,

seen as

or

is

can know Him as

is.

He

and elevates our natural powers.We must

transforms us
this

can bring him

Only

gift of faith,along with hope and love,

God’s

the way.

No knowledge com-

rational faculties

in contact with God in order that he
faith

quite different in object

natural knowing.

senses

a

faith even though this seems to

cling to

go against our past ex-

periences of knowing through sense perceptions.
Faith

divine union are the two key

and

to

understand what

he

uses

John means

the image of

glass

the more the
the sunlight.

It

by contemplation.

a pane of glass

is purified

2

in the rays

the more

it

the sun;

is transformed by
sun by

INTO CONTEMPLATION

How can you discern whether God has

plative prayer? John of

the

are being called to give

no

of

Pet.l:4).

MOVING

up

attentiveness”

Cross

called you to contem-

gives us three signs when we

discursive meditation and

enter

into

which he calls con t emp lation Th e first
.

that you cannot with ease meditate

sign is

In the Ascent

retains its own naturebut becomes the

participation (see:

the ’loving

ideas that allow us

as

you did before. You

longer experience any sweetness and presence of God as you did

in more affective prayer where you were the "doer."
second sign is

The

you no longer have any

faith has
desire to

developed to such

there,even without any

tration
But

key

of

that

fix your attention and thoughts

on perceptual knowledge. You seemingly go
rest

an extent

toward "center”

and find

"sense" feelings and mental concen-

.

it is

in the third sign that you are to discover the

beginning

the result of
tachments. The

sign could be

contemplative prayer. The first

lukewarmness,lack of discipline and even sinful atsecond sign along with

some sickness or

the first

might

general fatigue of mind or body.

This

arise
is

through

why the

8
third sign

the key

is

indication since it

contempla-

describes the

itself,so radically different from praying solely with

tive process

"minds".

our

Let

me

quote

in full

John’s

description of

.this

third and

"surest" sign:
The third and surest sign is that a person likes to remain alone in loving awareness of God,without particular
considerations,in interior peace and quiet and repose,
and without the acts and exercises (at least discursive,
those in which one progresses from, point to point )of
the intellect,memory and will;and that he prefers to remain only in the general,loving awareness and knowledge
we mentioned,without any particular knowledge or understanding (Ascent;ll,l3,4, 14 1)
.

It

is

here

that you will finci your

greatest struggle to

con-

vince yourself that you truly are praying and in a more intimate
union with God than

in earlier stages of your

growth in prayer.

The

key to discern whether you have uprooted yourself through God's
purifying night of
now God is

sen s e.

your center of

from being the

center of

"loving attentiveness" lies precisely in
in "amorous repose."John

this new knowledge or attentiveness to God

helps us

to

discern this

attention and

new knowledge by

another criterion other

than our self-centeredness and sense perception of God’s
"But

the more habituated he becomes

experience of

to

presence.

this calm,the deeper his

the general,loving knowledge of God will grow. This

knowledge is more enjoyable than all other things,because without
the soul’s
We

labor it
must

peace,rest,savor,and delight."

remember that

general "vacuity,"
vity consists

affords

this state

in which we are not

now in

is not

one of

passivity or

involved as persons.

Your

acti-

pushing your w7 ill to become more united with

that of God,even though there may be extreme dryness and even harmless distractions that cannot
as

be avoided.

you cease to use your discursive powers of

gination,there will be much wandering of
of

is

It

images and

to

be

expected that

intellect,will and ima-

these faculties

in

search

ideas upon which to feed.
NEGATIVE PURIFICATION

Such prayer of
down the use of

deeper faith has a negative element of

these faculties.

A definite

purgation process takes

place. Even though the thought of God does not

consolation,faith is

being exercised in

slowing

necessarily bring any

anew way,freed from any

ideas
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"Since God puts a soul in this dark night

place:
up

evident purgation that takes

John describes the most

or words.

or delight

sweetness

The positive aspect

ASPECT

in contemplative faith

that must

never

separated from love as you move into a deeper union with God

faith and love is

an

on

present

merely as He

the

the work of

inexplicable sense of

faith

seemed to be

and love infused

It

is

describes this,

seems absent,i.e.not

you in meditation-prayer. This

to

into you

Spirit who gives you anew interiorsense of
as Leonard Boase

through the Holy

"seeing" God.lt is,

"sixth sense."

like a

anew type of knowledge that has not

soning powers. It has come as

in

the presence of God,even

level of discursive powers He

though

is

find

to

in anything."
POSITIVE

be

allow it

its sensory appetite,He does not

and purge

in order to dry

a gift and

come by

your rea-

lies always in

personal relationships between you and the

deeper,

indwelling Trinity.

Totally surrendered to God,you live only for Him as each moment

brings you an occasion to be

a living gift back

new threshold of union with God has

through

the sufferings of

away from you all

the

God.

to

passed

been reached that has

night of

the senses.

A

God has

taken

attachment to sense pleasures by deepening the

faith,hope and love in your heart

to make Him

the center of your

consciousness.
GUIDELINES
There

topic of

is

so

much more that

the beginning stages of

could be

said on

important

this

entering into contemplative prayer.

Let me call to mind some guiding principles that may be
you

to

.

l.Seek to rid yours-eif of
to.

of help

Your work now is

to

any

anxiety in not praying as you used

be more intersubjectively attentive to

actively receiving God's

gifting of Himself to you and

ing surrender.2.Through examination of
able to check
whether any

the authenticity of

self-centeredness has

surrendering love

to God.3.At

your

in your lov-

daily living you will be

your contemplative prayer by

seeing

slipped into your living out your

first

your

loving attention will demand

a more conscious and del iberate)aftefttlvsfigsin prayer and

during the

day. Gradually this will become unreflective and more yielding to God.
4.

A

good and experienced spiritual director is helpful in

beginning

stages

ence the words of

with love"

of

these

contemplative prayer. You will progressively experi-

John of

the Cross:"How tenderly You

(The Living Flame;Stanza 4).

swell my

heart
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TAPES
The following tapes are
included. Write:
91803

available

Clarence Dionne:

fors4.oo each,postage

is

3112 Concord Ave.; Alhambra,CA.

¦

.

I.Stages

in Prayer:Moos.

2. Contemplative Prayer;part

1: MOO

3. Contemplative Prayer;part 2:MO 0 3

2.

.

4. Fasting and Contemplat ion:Mo29.
5. Contemplation: A State of Awareness:MllB.
6

.

Purificat ion and Contempl ation:Ml 31.

7. Discipline Towards Contempl ation:Ml 26.
8. Journey in Letting Go

in Darkness:MoB9.
VIDEO-CASSETTES

finally produced a full

have

at

La Casa de Maria in Santa Barbara and entitled: God’s

Love. God in Process.lt consists

1. A New Vision
2. An Exploding Universe
3. God

in Process

4. A Loving Father
5. Luminous Darkness

retreat

of the

on VIDEO

of

five days,filmed

We

Exp 1o s ive

following conferences.

9. The Word Incarnat e
10. God's Emptying Love
11. Be Eucharist
12. Risen in Glory
13. The Cosmic Christ
14. Spirit's Call to Freedom
15. What You Do To the Least...

6. Darkness Within Us

7 Healing Love
.

B.God's Creative Energies
Order from Mrs. June Culver; 7820

Bolsa Ave.; Midway City,CA

92655. The

individual conferences (15) run about 50 minutes. The cost has been
kept to a minimum for 15 conference s : t o t a 1
sBo (this includes postage)

Perhaps you would like to give a friend or friends a gift-subscription for a
year to IN SCAPE.
CONTEMPLATIVE MINISTRIES
7820 Bolsa Avenue
MIDWAY CITY,CA. 92655

NAME
ADDRESS
(A

Street
City
suggested donation of $lO for
costs of postage and printing)

10 issues

State
is asked

Zip
defray the high

to

